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Course Description

Why do countries select certain economic financial policies, and, with what effects? The international fi-
nancial system includes all actors (e.g. countries, sub-state actors, and supranational actors) whose actions
(direct or indirect, and through political or economic/business channels) affect the quantity and value of
international financial flows. This course introduces students to a range of actors and economic and political
logics that affect country policies. Successful students leave the course with a strong understanding of: each
component of Mundell’s trilemma (stable currency value, free capital movement, and autonomous monetary
policy); how reputation and perception – distinct from policy choices – have real effects on credit ratings and
sovereign debt; the privilege and limits of existing financial centers’ powers; and, how large, rising powers
affect the international financial system.

Students develop transferable, professional skills while engaging with the above theoretical and substantive
topics. Course assignments challenge students to apply theoretical concepts to current events, and increase
student proficiency in business writing, verbal communication of complex ideas, and the creation of effec-
tive visuals (charts/graphs/figures) to organize and present information as a basis for policy analysis and
evaluation. At the end of the course, students will have developed deeper proficiency in how to effectively
communicate complex topics in simple, clear language in both written and presentation formats.

Assignments

The following components and associated weights will determine each student’s final course grade:

50%: Individual memos (30% total for two) and group presentations (20% total for two)
20%: In-class professionalism and contribution
30%: Final exam (to take place on Wednesday, April 26 at 6pm)
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Details of each component:

• 50%: Individual memos (30% total for two) and group presentations (20% total for two):

– An opportunity to apply theoretical course topics to current events.

– In-class sign-ups during week 3 (January 18)

– You should select two memo / presentation combination dates; one should be before spring break.

∗ Before spring break:
Memo week 4 and presentation week 5
Memo week 5 and presentation week 6
Memo week 6 and presentation week 7
Memo week 7 and presentation week 8
Memo week 8 and presentation week 9

∗ After spring break:
Memo week 11 and presentation week 12
Memo week 12 and presentation week 13
Memo week 13 and presentation week 14

– Individual memo (15% per memo; two per semester)

∗ Memo contents (points 1 through 3) and memo grading matrix (points 1 through 4)

1. (4%) Concisely and accurately summarize each of the week’s readings. What is the important
theoretical point that the author is making? What is the author’s argument? What empirical
details or cases does the author draw upon to make the broader theoretical point / argument?

2. (4%) Concisely summarize a current event – based on a high quality newspaper report – that
illustrates some important theoretical item of the week’s readings, and explain: why is the
application an illustration of some important theoretical item from the week’s readings?

3. (4%) Briefly describe the broader context through which one may consider the current event?
Using outside sources, create an original visual either a timeline or a graph that provides
broader context for the current event. (i) Utilize Schwabish principles. (ii) Include a clear
data source. (iii) Appropriately title the visual. (iii) Write a “descriptive caption” that tells
the reader what he should take away from the visual.

4. (3%) How professional are the memo’s contents and presentation? Full credit for (i) clear
sections with polished and clear writing and attaches the news article, (ii) utilization of high-
quality references and (iii) thorough and professional reference list of high-quality citations.

∗ Lenth and format guidelines

· 4 double-spaced pages is the maximum length of the written text (excludes reference list and
original visual).

· A professional reference list should follow the written text and begin on a new page.

· The original visual should follow the professional reference list and begin on a new page.

· The high-quality news report should follow the original visual.

∗ Submission guidelines

· Submit an electronic copy via Courseweb no later than 5:59pm on the due date.

· Submit a hard copy at the beginning of class on the due date. If you cannot make it to class,
please arrange for a friend to submit on your behalf.

∗ Other information

· You will receive written feedback the week following submission. (For instance, if you write
a week 4 (Jan 25) memo, you submit the memo in electronic and hard formats during week
4 (Jan 25) and will receive feedback the night of week 5 class (Feb 1).)

· Once per semester, you may revise your work. This is due the week following receipt of feed-
back. (For instance, if you write a week 4 memo, you submit during week 4 (Jan 25), receive
feedback the night of week 5 class (Feb 1) and have one week to submit revision by week 6
(Feb 8).
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· Once per semester, you may submit a third memo. This should be a different week from the
weeks for which you are signed up. If you opt to write a third memo, the two highest among
the three memos will enter into the final course grade calculation.

· Memos provide a substantive opportunity to reflect on readings in greater depth, to consider
how theoretical concepts apply to current events, and to set up a current event for subsequent
analysis. Writing a memo provides the opportunity to practice business writing and creation
of original visuals using best practices (Schwabish 2014).

– Group presentations (10% per presentation; two per semester)

∗ Presentation purpose and objectives

· Each presentation should be based upon the previous week’s readings (on which you wrote a
memo!) and your small group will comprise other students who also wrote a memo for the
previous week. (For instance, all those writing individual memos for week 4 submission will
prepare and deliver a group presentation during week 5, based on the week 4 readings and
lecture.)

· Your task is to create a formal presentation that briefs the class about a current event, explains
how the event illustrates important course topics, and frames the event in an analytically
tractable manner. Said differently, you will turn the memo content into a presentation. Said
differently, the presentation builds upon the previous week’s memo in presentation format.
Within your small group, select one group member’s current event (or, select a new one!) as
the basis for your group presentation. Conduct outside research and utilize best practices
discussed to create effective: visuals (Schwabish 2014), slide titles, and to organize and deliver
the information in an effective way (Bourne 2007, Slantchev 2012, Wilf n.d.).

· The presentation should be no longer than 7 minutes long; presentations will be graded on
the clarity of the presentation, presentation slides, and presentation delivery.

· Presentations provide an opportunity for the entire class to revisit the previous week’s dis-
cussion, and to consider how theoretical concepts apply to current events and how to set up
a current event for subsequent analysis. For presenters, the process of completing this assign-
ment provides the opportunity to complete small-group work and to practice presentation
skills.

∗ Presentation contents

1. Clearly and concisely explain the current event (empirics).

2. Clearly and concisely explain how the current event illustrates important theoretical points
discussed in the weeks readings (theory). Be explicit about reading ties. (If you are un-
sure about whether or not you are focused on appropriately important points, please plan
ahead and talk to the professor via email and/or during office hours the week before the
presentation.)

3. Finally, how might we understand the contexts within a broader context? What is the
perspective that what is the broader context of the event? That is, are there comparable
events?

· Using data, how would we consider the event one of a broader class of events?

· Using data and/or informed logic, how is the event unique from the broader class of events?
Is it a minor or severe / typical or extreme version of its broader class?

∗ Presentation grading matrix

1. (4%) Message clarity. Full credit for groups that address the above points and explain the
current event in a clear manner such that an audience member that knows nothing about the
current event can quickly grasp what it is.

2. (4%) Professional and thoughtful slides. Full credit for (i) assertive slide titles, (ii) consis-
tent format and space conventions, (iii) visually effective layout that directs the audience’s
attention at a given time and (iv) well-selected and organized information.

3. (2%) Evidence of group cohesion and practice. Full credit for clear take-away points and
within time limits; if runs beyond time limit, is it with a purpose? Does the group have a
plan for if they run over?
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∗ Lenth, format, and submission guidelines

· The presentation should be no longer than 7 minutes.

· Submission: No later than 5pm on the presentation date, submit two files to courseweb – a
“hand-out” file, and a “presentation” file.

· No later than 5:00pm on the presentation date, submit “presentation” and “hand-out” slides
electronically via Courseweb. You need not submit a hard copy of the presentation.
- The “presentation” file is the one that you will present in class. It should be in .pdf

format so that your presentation does not rely upon a specific program to deliver the
presentation. It should include slides that build upon one another to focus the attention
of the audience.

- The “hand-out” file is the version you would circulate to peers; it should be the subset
of complete slides within the “presentation” file. Note whether understanding of certain
slides rely upon use of color. This file should be in .pdf format so that recipients of the
file cannot alter its contents.

∗ Other information

· You will receive written feedback the week following submission. (For instance, if you write
a week 4 (Jan 25) memo and deliver a group presentation in class during week 5 (Feb 1), you
will receive presentation feedback the night of week 6 class (Feb 8).)

· You may revise your “handout” slides. This is due the week following receipt of feedback.
(For instance, if you make a presentation during week 5 class (Feb 1), and receive presentation
feedback during week 6 class (Feb 8), you may submit slide revisions by week 7 (Feb 15).
Significantly improved and polished revisions will be rewarded with an appropriate increase
in the group presentation grade.

• 20%: In-class professionalism and contribution:

– Student discussion is an essential component of learning and idea generation in this class that includes
both lecture and seminar components. It is the professor’s philosophy that class members learn from
one another and contribute to each other’s understanding of course materials and their applications.
Each student should is expected to (1) attend class, and (2) be thoroughly prepared to discuss
readings.

– More tangibly, students should view each class session as a planned meeting where each student is
an expected attendee and contributor. For this reason, (i) if a student cannot attend a given class
meeting – for planned or unexpected reasons – it is professional to inform the meeting organizer (the
professor), and, (ii) multiple or excessive absences may lead to course penalty on this grade, as it
limits a student’s ability to contribute to the collective work of the class.

– Attendance and contribution are graded each week; students may request their in-class professionalism
and discussion contribution grade from the professor at any point during the semester.

• 30%: Final exam

– A final exam will be administered as an opportunity for students to reflect upon the entire course
contents.

– The final will occur during final exam week at regular class time: Wednesday, April 26, 6-8:50pm.
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Final Course Letter Grades

GSPIAs grading policy is based on the premise that work at the graduate level is fundamentally different
from that at undergraduate institutions. Expectations regarding student performance will be higher.

• “A” range grades signify an exceptional level of achievement. The student displays a superb command
of the subject matter and can creatively apply it at many different levels.

• “B” range grades indicate a good but not outstanding level of achievement. The student demonstrates
a decent grasp of the material and the ability to apply at several, but not all, levels.

• Grades in the “C” range are an indication of below satisfactory performance at the graduate level,
with marks of “C-” and below not counted toward a students degree requirements. Students receiving
grades of “C+” or lower on early assignments are urged to meet with the instructor at the earliest
opportunity to identify potential problems and develop strategies for improvement.

Your grade reflects the accumulation of work you do throughout the semester. If you aspire for a specific
course grade, work with the professor on an ongoing basis to receive feedback and resources so that you
complete work at that reflects the grade you would like. All students will be graded as described as described
above. Generally, to receive an “A” or “A+” grade generally requires the submission of excellent written
work during the semester as well as the demonstration of highest levels of proficiency of course material
during the final exam; an “A-” grade generally signifies exceptional work on one or the other component, or
consistently high-quality work along the range of grade components.

University Polices

The professor will adhere to all university policies not specifically addressed within this syllabus. The fol-
lowing policies are emphasized.

1. Cheating and Plagiarism. Plagiarism is “the unauthorized us or close imitation of the language
and thoughts of another author and the representation of them as one’s own original work.” It is a
serious violation of academic ethics. Please note that I adhere strictly to the school policy on plagia-
rism. Any work found to have plagiarized material will automatically receive a failing grade, and may
result in a failing grade for the class. Take the time to familiarize yourself with the rules of citation
and with GSPIA’s policy (found in Appendix A of the online GSPIA Handbook of Academic Policies
and Procedures). If you have any questions on how to cite sources correctly, please ask the professor
directly. Unless clearly specified (for instance, group presentations), you are expected to complete all
assignments individually.

2. Disability Statement. If you have a disability for which you are or may be requesting and accom-
modation, you are encouraged to contact both your instructor and Disability Resources and Services
(DRS), 140 William Pitt Union, (412) 648-7890, drrecep@pitt.edu, ((412)228-5347 for P3 ASL users),
as early as possible in the term. DRS will verify your disability and determine reasonable accommoda-
tions for this course.
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Best Practice Resources – Visuals, Presentations, Citations

Assignments on this class will build transferable skills. In particular, students learn to: create effective,
original visuals: create effective presentation slides and effectively deliver presentation slides to an audience;
and, use high-quality information sources that are professionally documented in a reference list.

Below are best practice reference documents; we will discuss these resources in class and students are ex-
pected to incorporate the best practices from these works into their own memos, presentations, and visuals.

Creating effective visuals

• Jonathan A. Schwabish. An economist’s guide to visualizing data. Journal of Economic Perspectives,
28(1):209–234, 2014

Creating and delivering effective presentations

• Philip E. Bourne. Ten simple rules for making good oral presentations. PLoS Computational Biology,
3(4):593–594, 2007

• Dlugan, Andrew, 2012. ‘Slide Title Guidelines: Use Assertions, Not Topics.” November 27.
Available online at: http://sixminutes.dlugan.com/assertion-evidence-design-presentation-slides/

• Slantchev, Branislav L., 2012. “Talk on Talks.” December 2.
Available online: http://slantchev.ucsd.edu/edu/talks/

High-quality sources (Davis) and professional bibliography

• Davis, Wynne, 2016. “Fake or Real? How to Self-Check the News and Get the Facts.” December 5.
Available online: http://www.npr.org/sections/alltechconsidered/2016/12/05/503581220/

• “Writing a Bibliography: APA Format.” Available online:
http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/project apa format examples.shtml

(NOTE: pay special attention to reference order and content to cite articles and websites.)
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Class Schedule

All readings are posted on electronic reserves available from the course website. There are no required texts
to purchase. “Readings” are the basis of in-class lecture and discussion and should be thoroughly read and
reflected upon before arriving in class.

Week 1, January 4

IN CLASS:

• Syllabus review

• Week 1 lecture: What is “finance”? What is unique about “finance”?

Readings:

1. Susan Strange. States and Markets. Pinter Publishers, London, 1988

– EXCERPT: Chapter 5, “The Financial Structure,” pp. 90–118

2. Ross Levine. Financial development and economic growth: Views and agenda. Journal of Economic
Literature, 35:688–726, 1997

– EXCERPT, pp.688–703, Sections I and II.

3. Albert O. Hirschman. Exit, voice, and the state. World Politics, 31(1):90–107, 1978

4. David M. Andrews. Capital mobility and state autonomy: Toward a structural theory of international
monetary relations. International Studies Quarterly, 38(2):193–218, 1994

• Best practice writing and presentation resources:

– See full resource list under “Best Practice Resources - Visuals, Presentations, Citations” in above
syllabus section

– Closely read Schwabish (2014)
Jonathan A. Schwabish. An economist’s guide to visualizing data. Journal of Economic Perspectives,
28(1):209–234, 2014

Week 2, January 11

NO COURSE MEETING!

Reflection paper, 1 page max, due Wednesday, Jan 11, 5:59pm, to Coursweb.
Readings:

1. (skim) Jeffrey G. Williamson. Globalization, labor markets and policy backlash in the past. Journal of
Economic Perspectives, 12(4):51–72, 1998

2. Eswar S. Prasad, Kenneth Rogoff, and Shang-Shang-Jin Wei. Ayhan Kose. Effects of financial globalization
on developing countries: Some empirical evidence. Occasional Paper 220, International Monetary Fund,
2003

• EXCERPT: Summary, (ix); Sections I through III, pp.1–20

Week 3, January 18

IN CLASS:

• Assignment sign-ups: Individual memos and group presentations

(cont.)
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Week 3, January 18 (cont.)

• Week 3 lecture: What is the “trilemma”? Theory, history, and current day trends

Readings:

1. Jonathan Kirshner. Money is politics. Review of International Political Economy, 10(4):645–660, 2003

2. Benjamin J. Cohen. The triad and the unholy trinity: Problems of international monetary cooperation.
In Jeffry Frieden and David A. Lake, editors, International Political Economy: Perspectives on Global
Power and Wealth, chapter 15, pages 245–256. Routledge, London, 4 edition, 2002

3. Gautam Sen and Andrew Walter. Analyzing the Global Political Economy. Princeton University Press,
Princeton, 2008

– EXCERPT: subsets of Chapter 4, “The Evolution of the International Monetary System”
- p.86–87, 108–131; focus on p.118-130, “From Bretton Woods to Global Financial Integration”

Week 4, January 25

DUE AT START OF CLASS: week 4 memo submission (engages with week 4 lecture readings)

IN CLASS:

• Week 4 group presentations (engage with previous week’s (i.e. week 3)) readings)

• Week 4 lecture: Trilemma (I of III): Stable value of money (fixed versus floating exchange rate)

Readings:

1. Jeffry A. Frieden. Invested interests: The politics of national economic policies in a world of global
finance. International Organization, 45(4):425–451, 1991

2. Benjamin J. Cohen. Monetary governance in a world of regional currencies. In Miles Kahler and
David Lake, editors, Governance in a Global Economy: Poltical Authority in Transition, pages 136–167.
Princeton University Press, Princeton, NJ, 2003

3. Paul Blustein. And the Money Kept Rolling In (and Out). Public Affairs, New York, 2006

– EXCERPT: Chapter 2, “This May Not Be Paradise”, pp.13–38

4. David Leblang. To devalue or to defend? the political economy of exchange rate policy. International
Studies Quarterly, 47(4):533–560, 2003

Week 5, February 1

DUE AT START OF CLASS: week 5 memo submission (engages with week 5 lecture readings)

IN CLASS:

• Week 5 group presentations (engage with previous week’s (i.e. week 4)) readings)

• Week 5 lecture: Trilemma (II of III): Free capital flows

Readings:

1. Sarah Babb. The washington consensus as transnational policy paradigm: Its origins, trajectory and
likely successor. Review of International Political Economy, 20(2):268–297, 2012

2. Alexander E. Kentikelenis, Thomas H. Stubbs, and Lawrence P. King. Imf conditionality and develop-
ment policy space, 1985–2014. Review of International Political Economy, 23(4):543–582, 2016

3. Silla Sigurgeirsdottir and Robert H. Wade. From control by capital to control of capital: Iceland’s
boom and bust, and the imf’s unorthodox rescue package. Review of International Political Economy,
21(4):1–31, 2014

4. Laura Alfaro, Sebnem Kalemli-Ozcan, and Vadym Volosovych. Why doesnt capital flow from rich to
poor countries: An empirical investigation. Review of Economics and Statistics, 90(2):347–368, 2008
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Week 6, February 8

DUE AT START OF CLASS: week 6 memo submission (engages with week 6 lecture readings)

IN CLASS:

• Week 6 group presentations (engage with previous week’s (i.e. week 5) readings)

• Week 6 lecture: Free capital flows and sovereign debt accumulation

Readings:

1. Anat Admati and Martin Hellwig. The Bankers’ New Clothes: What’s Wrong with Banking and What
to Do about It. Princeton University Press, Princeton, NJ, 2013

– EXCERPT: Chapter 2, “How Borrowing Magnifies Risk,” pp.17–31

– EXCERPT: Chapter 3, “The Dark Side of Borrowing,” pp.32–45

2. Gautam Sen and Andrew Walter. Analyzing the Global Political Economy. Princeton University Press,
Princeton, 2008

– EXCERPT: p.86-108 subset of Chapter 4, “The Evolution of the International Monetary System”
- p.86–87, <Introduction>
- p.87–99, “Financing and Adjustment in the Balance of Payments”
- p.99–108, “International Finance and Risk”

3. Michael Tomz. Reputation and International Cooperation: Sovereign Debt Across Three Centuries.
Princeton University Press, Princeton, 2007

– EXCERPT: Chapter 1, “The Puzzle of Cooperation in International Debt,” pp.3–13.

– EXCERPT: pp.14–28 subset of Chapter 2, “A Theory of Cooperation Through Reputation”
- p.14–15, <Introduction>
- p.15–21, “Reputations under Incomplete Information”
- p.21–23, “Reputations and Political Change”
- p.23–28, “How Reputations Affect Incentives to Cooperate”

4. J. Lawrence Broz, Maya J. Duru, and Jeffry A. Frieden. Policy responses to balance of payment crises.
Open Economy Review, 27(2):207–227, 2016

Week 7, February 15

DUE AT START OF CLASS: week 7 memo submission (engages with week 7 lecture readings)

IN CLASS:

• Week 7 group presentations (engage with previous week’s (i.e. week 6) readings)

• Week 7 lecture: Free capital flows and credit rating agencies

Readings:

1. Anna Gelpern. Bankruptcy, backwards: The problem of quasi-sovereign debt. Yale Law Journal,
121(4):888–942, 2012

2. Lawrence J. White. Markets: The credit rating agencies. Journal of Economic Perspectives, 24(2):211–
226, 2010

3. John Patrick Hunt. Credit rating agencies and the worldwide credit crisis: The limits of reputation, the
insufficiency of reform, and a proposal for improvement. Columbia Business Law Review, 109(1):109–
209, 2009

4. Eduardo Borensztein, Kevin Cowan, and Patricio Valenzuela. Sovereign ceilings ‘lite’? the impact of
sovereign ratings on corporate ratings. Journal of Banking and Finance, 37:4014–4024, 2013
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Week 8, February 22

DUE AT START OF CLASS: week 8 memo submission (engages with week 8 lecture readings)

IN CLASS:

• Week 8 group presentations (engage with previous week’s (i.e. week 7) readings)

• Week 8 lecture: Trilemma (III of III): Autonomous monetary policy

Readings:

1. Stefanie Walter. Crisis politics in europe why austerity is easier to implement in some countries than
in others. Comparative Political Studies, 49(7):841–873, 2016

2. Carmen M. Reinhart and Kenneth S. Rogoff. Growth in a time of debt. American Economic Review,
100(2):573–578, 2010

3. Thomas Herndon, Michael Ash, and Robert Pollin. Does high public debt consistently stifle economic
growth? a critique of reinhart and rogoff. Cambridge Journal of Economics, 38(2):257–279, 2014

4. Susan Schadler. Does the level of public debt matter? Policy Brief 76, CIGI, April 2016

5. Mark Blyth. The austerity delusion: Why a bad idea won over the west. Foreign Affairs, 2013

Week 9, March 1

IN CLASS:

• Week 9 group presentations (engage with previous week’s (i.e. week 8) readings)

• Week 9 lecture: Sovereign debt in peripheral, developed economies

Readings:

1. Neil Irwin. The Alchemists: Three Central Bankers and a World On Fire. Penguin Press, New York,
2013

– EXCERPT: Chapter 13, A New Greek Odyssey, 201-232

2. Mark Copelovitch, Jeffry A. Frieden, and Stefanie Walter. The political economy of the euro crisis.
Comparative Political Studies, 49(7):811–840, 2016

3. K. Amber Curtis, Joseph Jupille, and David Leblang. Iceland on the rocks: The mass political economy
of sovereign debt resettlement. International Organization, 68(3), 2014

4. Anna Gelpern and Mitu Gulati. The wonder-clause. Journal of Comparative Economics, 41(2):367–385,
2013

Week 10, March 8

NO CLASS MEETING - SPRING BREAK
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Week 11, March 15

DUE AT START OF CLASS: week 11 memo submission (engages with week 11 lecture readings)

IN CLASS:

• Week 11 lecture: FDI and its governance

Readings:

1. Shah Tarzi. Third world governments and multinational corporations: Dynamics of host’s bargaining
power. In Jeffry Frieden and David A. Lake, editors, International Political Economy: Perspectives on
Global Power and Wealth, chapter 10, pages 156–166. Routledge, London, 4 edition, 2002

2. Zachary Elkins, Andrew T. Guzman, and Beth A. Simmons. Competing for capital: The diffusion of
bilateral investment treaties, 1960-2000. International Organization, 60(4):811–846, October 2006

3. Dani Rodrik and Arvind Subramanian. Why did financial globalization disappoint? IMF Staff Papers,
56(1):112–138, 2009

4. Elizabeth Asiedu. Foreign direct investment in africa: The role of natural resources, market size, gov-
ernment policy, institutions and political instability. World Economy, 29(1):63–77, 2006

Week 12, March 22

DUE AT START OF CLASS: week 12 memo submission (engages with week 12 lecture readings)

IN CLASS:

• Week 12 group presentations (engage with previous week’s (i.e. week 11) readings)

• Week 12 lecture: Money, finance, and international power

Readings:

1. Niels Johannesen and Gabriel Zucman. The end of bank secrecy? an evaluation of the g20 tax haven
crackdown. Economic Policy, 6(1):65–91, 2014

2. Daniel W. Drezner. All Politics is Global: Explaining International Regulatory Regimes. Princeton
University Press, Princeton, NJ, 2007

– EXCERPT: Chapter 5, Club Standards and International Finance, pp.119–149

3. Robert D. Blackwill and Jennifer M. Harris. The lost art of economic statecraft: Restoring an american
tradition. Foreign Affairs, 95(2), 2016

4. Douglas A. Irwin. The truth about trade: What critics get wrong about the global economy. Foreign
Affairs, 95(4), 2016

Week 13, March 29

DUE AT START OF CLASS: week 13 memo submission (engages with week 13 lecture readings)

IN CLASS:

• Week 13 group presentations (engage with previous week’s (i.e. week 12) readings)

• Week 13 lecture: Rising powers and international finance

Readings:

1. (light skim) Dominic Wilson and Roopa Purushothaman. Dreaming with brics: The path to 2050.
Global economics paper no. 99, Goldman Sachs, 2003

2. Geoffrey Garrett. G2 in g20: China, the united states and the world after the global financial crisis.
Global Politics, 1(1):29–39, 2010

(cont.)
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Week 13, March 29 (cont)

3. John Williamson. Is the “beijing consensus” now dominant? Asia Policy, 13:1–16, 2012

4. Ivar Kolstad and Arne Wiig. What determines chinese outward fdi? Journal of World Business,
47(1):26–34, 2012

5. Yadong Luo, Quiuzhi Xue, and Binjie Han. How emerging market governments promote outward fdi:
Experience from china. Journal of World Business, 45(1):68–79, 2010

Week 14, April 5

IN CLASS:

• Week 14 group presentations (engage with previous week’s (i.e. week 13) readings)

• Week 14 lecture: Financial regulation

Readings:

1. George J. Stigler. The theory of economic regulation. Bell Journal of Economics and Management
Science, 2(1):3–21, 1971

2. Layna Mosley. Regulating globally, implementing locally: The financial codes and standards effort.
Review of International Political Economy, 17(4):724–761, 2010

3. Thomas Oatley, W. Kindred Winecoff, Andrew Pennock, and Sarah Bauerle Danzman. The political
economy of global finance: A network model. Perspectives on Politics, 11(1):133–153, 2013

4. Andrew Baker. Restraining regulatory capture? anglo-america, crisis politics and trajectories of change
in global financial governance. International Affairs, 86(3):647–663, 2010

Week 15, April 12

IN CLASS:

• Week 15 lecture: Domestic politics and global markets

Readings:

1. Jeffrey G. Williamson. Globalization, labor markets and policy backlash in the past. Journal of Eco-
nomic Perspectives, 12(4):51–72, 1998

2. Margaret E. Peters. Open trade, closed borders: Immigration in the era of globalization. World Politics,
67(1):114–154, 2015

3. Greta R. Krippner. The financialization of the american economy. Socio-Economic Review, 3(2):173–
208, 2005

4. Ben Ansell. The political economy of ownership: Housing markets and the welfare state. American
Political Science Review, 108(2):383–402, 2014

Week 16, April 19

IN CLASS:

• Course review and reflections

Week 17, April 26

IN CLASS:

• Final exam, 6-8:50pm
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